THE DERWENT GIFT AS SEEN BY AN OBSERVER

Kryssy Mackintosh is to be congratulated for organising a truly Corinthian event in
Hobart in conjunction with the Royal Tasmanaian Yacht Club single handed. The racing
was boat on boat without any handicapping. I attended as a guest ‘observer’ and sailed
aboard Landfall owned by my old friend Mike Strong from Bundeena, Sydney. I must say
I found it hard to merely ‘observe’ and could not refrain from imparting my pennyworth
during the races!
I shall append here a few comments. Although both boats were built largely of that now
almost unavailable species, Huon pine, which adds less than a millimetre of girth to the
trunk per annum and survives for hundreds even a thousand years, and were born in
Hobart only a few hundred yards apart, they represent radically different stages of Olin’s
design thinking. Landfall was designed in 1935 and Sirocco in 1938. Landfall was
commissioned to be an update on a ‘Dorade type’ whereas Sirocco was an example of
Olin’s design thinking of the late ‘30s and ‘40s when he perhaps created his most
beautiful artefacts. I have sailed on Dorade with Olin and I can vouch that she is both
sleek, handy and extremely fast. Yet serious racing in the Mediterranean in recent years
has shown that Stormy Weather is marginally the faster yacht as Olin intended. In just the
same way Sirocco should on paper have the edge as she is a design derivative of the New
York 32s, themselves influenced by Stormy Weather and in many ways she is a smaller,
earlier cousin to the Brazil Class. Olin’s early design successes were with six and eight
metres and therefore it was logical that his thinking for Dorade would to some degree
follow those lines but with a more classical and old style underbody suitable for an ocean
going boat. Landfall is similar but with a slight decrease in proportional beam. In Dorade
the ratio of beam to LWL is 3.63 whereas in Landfall it is 3.36. She is a very slim and
elegant lady! She shares the small neat counter and a pinched in bow overhang but seen
from the dock her lines pull at the heart strings. Landfall has had a variety of owners and
she is not in truly original condition. Her mizzen was removed and the main mast set aft
at least 18 inches. Despite this she remains perfectly balanced without the slightest trace
of weather or lee helm. Both boats have been remasted with alloy spars and I believe
Landfall’s rig was shortened. In comparison Sirocco has been restored to mint ‘concours’
condition down to the elaborate almost Edwardian buttoned settees and cushions Krissy
has lavished upon her but she too has been ‘modernised’ with a traveller mid cockpit
which gives her a distinct advantage flattening and controlling the main an important
factor on boats designed to be substantially powered by the mainsail. As Uffa Fox once
said no sail can be cut too flat! Sirocco’s added beam, a factor that weighed heavily with
Olin in designing Stormy Weather, makes her the stiffer boat and therefore more
powerful. As to advantages with propellers Sirocco was designed with a folding prop but

now has a fixed one whereas Landfall has a feathering (not folding) Brunton. As to sails
poor Landfall had a blown out sack of a Spectra type sail which had been cut too full when
new a decade ago. Add to that the fact that she had no real way of controlling her luff
tension and it was clear advantage to Sirocco. By the time of the second race as there was
no downhaul and the boom kept skipping up the mast I insisted on the rigging of a lashing
to form a sort of Cunningham downhaul and the immediate increase in power flattening
the sail increased our speed and lead over Sirocco.
As to the races my main comment would be that in the interest of spectator friendly
viewing the courses were far too short and inshore and also did not have a suitable
windward leg which would have really made the boats compete. In the first race on
Landfall since we had committed the sin of getting to the start far too late we misplaced
the position of the first buoy [there was more than one yellow object in the water!] and
went off on a course 40 degrees off the rhumb line. We were half way down our leg
before we realised the mistake and this cost us the first race but it was a mistake we did
not allow to happen again.
Which boat is potentially faster? It is a close call. Landfall was designed to weigh in at
24000 lbs but was built a little heavy and without an engine so that by now she is
probably at least 25000 pounds plus. I do not know the displacement of Sirocco but I
would guess close to 26000 pounds so there is not much in it. Landfall has the greater
static LWL at 32’ 9” compared to Sirocco’s 30’ 2” but her long overhangs would quickly
make up the difference when heeling. Landfall I would guess would be disadvantaged by a
greater wetted area. Both boats are within three inches of each other LOA at 44’ and 44’
3”. Landfall has much slacker bilges and is slightly fuller in her aft sections whereas
Sirocco is clearly the ‘racier’ design. It is a close call and my guess would be that fully
rigged as originally intended Landfall would have the edge to windward with her long
keel but Sirocco would be quicker downwind. As it was on the last race the tactics of
Landfall’s helmsman were superior and got the boat to the second and third mark first. A
slightly clumsy rounding of the final mark lost Landfall at least 50 yards and soon Sirocco
was hunting us on the home straight. Though she closed the gap to seven seconds she did
not have sufficient speed to power through the ‘dirty wind’ and some exceedingly
genteel luffing ensured she stayed behind.
The Royal Tasmanian Yacht Club put on a superb spread after the event that lasted for
hours with supreme local oysters and scallops and other delicacies and the excellent local
Boag Ale or Tasmanian wine. The spectator fleet should also be mentioned. Many of the
motor launches and yachts that participated were themselves vintage.
PATRICK MATTHIESEN

Sirocco a 1938 Sparkman & Stephens design No.252

Landfall a 1935 Sparkman & Stephens design No.54

